The magnetic Ap star 53 Cam has been described as the best object for testing theories of elemental di usion in the presence of a stellar magnetic eld. It is thus vital to determine the rotational period of this very important star as accurately as possible. An improved period (8:02681 0:00004 days ) is derived here by combining new measurements of the e ective magnetic eld with previously published values.
INTRODUCTION
When looking for an example of the interplay between theory and observation in astronomy, one need look no further than the magnetic Ap star 53 Cam (HD 65339) . This object has become one of the most thoroughly studied Ap stars and is frequently used as the prototypical magnetic Ap star for comparison with theories which attempt to further our understanding of chemically peculiar stars.
53 Cam owes its popularity to several factors. It is relatively bright (V = 6:01), and its 8-day period is short enough to make the acquisition of detailed observations realistic but long enough that its spectral lines are still relatively strong and sharp. Its magnetic eld, rst discovered by Babcock (1958) , is also very strong. In fact, Preston (1969) showed that the magnetic eld produces resolved Zeeman components in the spectra of 53 Cam and he was able to make a quantitative evaluation of the star's surface magnetic eld strength. The magnetic eld was modeled in detail by Landstreet (1970 ), Huchra (1972 , and Borra and Landstreet (1977, hereafter BL77) . Michaud, M egessier, and Charland (1981) showed that elemental di usion in the presence of magnetic elds can explain the inhomogenous distribution of elements observed on Ap stars. They concluded that 53 Cam was the best object to compare with their theoretical predictions. Landstreet (1988) subsequently obtained high signal-to-noise spectra of 53 Cam and for the rst time simultaneously modelled both the abundance distribution and magnetic eld geometry of an Ap star. Within a few years, Babel and Michaud (1991a,b,c) had shown that a parameterfree model of di usion can not account for the distribution of elements on 53 Cam's surface, but suggested that the inclusion of mass loss modi ed by the magnetic eld may help. Babel (1992) then demonstrated that a weak, magnetically con ned wind does indeed a ect the surface abundances and is able to explain the distribution of most, but not all, of the elements studied by Landstreet (1988) . Babel's model also predicted the existence of a steep abundance gradient within the atmosphere of 53 Cam for several elements. Babel and Lanz (1992) were then able to nd evidence for such gradients by comparing and modelling line pro les of several elements obtained in UV and optical spectra.
We expect that 53 Cam will continue to be the benchmark against which new models are measured in the quest to improve our understanding of the magnetic Ap stars. Detailed observational studies of this star are almost certain to continue so it is important that its physical parameters be as precisely determined as possible. One of these is the rotational period. It has been over twenty years since the observations of BL77 which provide the currently adopted period. Given their uncertainty of 0:0002 days in the rotational period, new spectra acquired today will have a phase uncertainty, relative to the magnetic eld ephemeris, of 0.050 cycle. This amounts to an uncertainty of approximately 20 in the relative location of any portion of the star's surface and its magnetic axis, and is clearly an undesirable situation. To obtain an uncertainty of 0.0002 days, BL77 were forced to combine their photoelectric H measurements with older photographic measurements using metallic lines. Since these two types of measurements are not measuring precisely the same quantity, there exists the possibility that the situation is worse. As a result, in this paper, we present new measurements of the magnetic eld of 53 Cam which allow us to determine an improved value for the rotational period of this vital star.
OBSERVATIONS
Because 53 Cam is such a well-known magnetic star we frequently observe it as one of a number of check stars in other observing programs in order to con rm that our instrumentation is functioning properly. Consequently, we have not observed the star extensively during a single observing season, but rather one or two times each year for a period of approximately nine years. These magnetic eld measurements are presented in Table 1 and in all cases the data have been obtained with photoelectric Pockels cell polarimeters (Angel & Landstreet 1970) , the same type of instrument used by BL77. The University of Western Ontario polarimeter was used on either the UWO 1.2m telescope or the CFHT 3.6 telescope. A closely similar polarimeter (Manset & Bastien 1995) was used on the 1.6m Observatoire du Mont M egantic telescope.
The circular polarization (V ) observed in the wings of H is converted to a measurement of the e ective eld using Be(G) = 2:14 10 12 V I( ) (z 2 dI( )=d ) ?1
(1) where z is the Land e factor of the line and is in Angstroms. The line pro le, I( ), is obtained by using the polarimeter as a line scanner. Narrow band lters, tilt-tunable in wavelength, are used to isolate the line wings for the polarization measurements. A more detailed description of the instrument and observing technique can be found in Landstreet (1982) .
PERIOD SEARCH
Since the magnetic eld geometry of 53 Cam has been extensively discussed by Landstreet (1988) and others, we will con ne ourselves to simply re ning the rotational period of the star with these new data.
We have combined our new H measurements of the magnetic eld of 53 Cam with those listed in BL77 and carried out a least-squares t to the equation Be = B0 + B1 sin 2 ( ):
(2) The sinusoidal form of Equation (2) implies that 53 Cam has a magnetic eld dominated by a dipole component, and this assumption is justi ed by Landstreet (1988) . The best t yields a period of 8:02681 0:00004 days, with B0 = ?53 G, and B1 = 4572 G. The epoch of magnetic eld crossover is HJD 2448498.186 0:022. The Be measurements and the best tting sine curve are presented in Fig. 1 . The quoted uncertainties in the period and epoch of magnetic crossover correspond to those changes which would result in an increase of 1.0 in the 2 of the t. The reduced 2 of the t is 2.08.
DISCUSSION
A period search of the data presented in BL77 provides a period of 8:027 0:002 days. By combining their data with older photographic measurements, they were able to re ne the period to 8:0267 with an estimated uncertainty of 0.0002. The new period presented here (8:02681 0:00004 days) agrees with this value.
Perhaps just as important as re ning the period, is the fact that we have done so using a homogenous data set, whereas BL77 were forced to use a mixture of archival photographic metallic line data and their own photoelectric H polarimetry. The observations of BL77 and those presented here were obtained with the same type of instrument. As shown in BL77, the magnetic curve for 53 Cam measured with photographic spectra has a markedly di erent shape than that found with H photoelectric polarimetry. This is likely a result of the fact that the photographic data are based on measurements of centroids of metallic line pro les. Because of the well-established nonuniformity of the surface abundances of these elements on 53 Cam these elements do not sample the photospheric eld as uniformly as the H measurements do.
As both theoreticians and observers attempt to gain an improved understanding of the Ap stars, 53 Cam will likely be the star most often used as a test object. In many cases, new data will be combined with archival observations. The new period presented here should allow workers to do so, with con dence, for many years to come.
